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Dear Acting Convener 
 
National Fraud Initiative (NFI) 2018/19 
 
Further to our discussions on 3 September 2020 with the Public Audit and Post-legislative Scrutiny 
Committee regarding the NFI, I am pleased to provide the additional information requested by the 
committee. 
 
Participation in the NFI 
Under the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act 2020, Audit Scotland is able to mandate 
bodies that are subject to audit by the Auditor General for Scotland or the Accounts Commission to 
participate in the NFI. As there is a cost to participating in the NFI, Audit Scotland mandates 
organisations of a reasonable size and that hold data sets suitable for inclusion in data matching, and 
therefore would benefit from joining the NFI. We also consider any newly-established Scottish bodies 
for participation in the NFI. 
 
Audit Scotland has mandated all councils, all health boards apart from the Mental Welfare 
Commission, all colleges and all sizeable central government bodies to participate in the NFI. A list of 
the current participants is available on our website. 
 
The 114 bodies that are subject to audit by the Auditor General or the Accounts Commission and 
which are not currently mandated are: 

• very small bodies, with small numbers of employees e.g. valuation boards (57 bodies) 

• small charities administered by councils (27 bodies) 

• integration joint boards, where the data for council and health board employees and creditors is 
already in the NFI (30 bodies). 
 

Four new organisations will be included in the next NFI exercise: Social Security Scotland, Public 
Health Scotland, Scottish Forestry, and Forest and Land Scotland. 
 
Data for Audit Scotland and the Accounts Commission is included in the NFI. 
 
Some organisations volunteer to participate in the NFI. These include: 

• Glasgow West Housing, which signed up to use the real-time application checker part of the NFI 

• ALEOs and joint boards associated with councils where the council administers the payroll and/or 
finance system. The data is submitted with that of the administering council so we do not know 
the number of bodies in this category 

• subsidiaries or other partner organisations, for example trust funds. 
 
The committee asked about the inclusion of Arm’s Length External Organisations (ALEOs) in the NFI. 
Audit Scotland’s 2018 report on councils’ use of ALEOs identified that there were an estimated 130 
ALEOs across Scotland at that time with turnover estimated to be in the region of £1.3 billion. The 
report identified that there is little consensus on what an ALEO is. ALEO is not a legal definition but is 

https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/um/nfi_participants_2021.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2018/nr_180518_councils_aleos.pdf


 

a term that applies to separate organisations used by councils to deliver services. ALEOs provide 
many different services and can take many forms and councils use them to varying degrees. Councils 
typically use ALEOs to deliver the following services: 

• sport and leisure 

• cultural services 

• economic regeneration and development 

• property 

• social care services. 
 

The inclusion of ALEOs into the NFI would introduce a bigger pool of datasets for data matching and 
potentially help to identify more fraud and error although, as highlighted above, some ALEOs’ data is 
already included on a voluntary basis as part of councils’ data submissions.   
 
As the Auditor General and Accounts Commission have no direct audit remit over these 
organisations, we are unable to assess these bodies’ internal controls and other arrangements in 
respect to counter-fraud. We are therefore unable to comment as to whether or not these bodies 
participate in other data matching exercises that may fulfil the same or similar function as the NFI.  
 
A significant amount of work would be required in order to establish how many ALEOs might benefit 
from participating in the NFI. This work would involve reviewing: 

• each ALEO’s size 

• what data matches might be relevant for each ALEO 

• what data matching or counter-fraud arrangements each ALEO may already have in place 

• what the additional cost would be and whether this cost would be covered by Audit Scotland 
(through NFI funding from the Scottish Parliament) or the ALEOs themselves 

• the cost to the ALEOs in following up any data matches.  
 
Pilot work would also be required before inclusion of a new ALEO into the NFI to ensure that it was 
cost-effective and helped to identify fraud and/or error.   
 
Should the committee consider that ALEOs should be included in the NFI, then it would be useful if 
legislation was amended to allow Audit Scotland to mandate the relevant data sets. Consideration 
would need to be given as to how Audit Scotland could obtain assurance that the organisations 
followed up matches appropriately. 
 
Feasibility of recording and reporting on fraud case data 
The committee was interested in the possibility of collecting data on prosecutions that have come 
from NFI matches in order that this may act as a deterrent. We have considered this and consulted 
with NFI participants. Audit Scotland will aim to collect data held by NFI participants on NFI cases 
progressed for sanctions and prosecutions and report the findings in the next NFI report.  
 
Staff time spent on producing the NFI report 
The committee noted our new style audit report for the NFI. Audit Scotland’s NFI team spent 153 days 
during 2019 and 2020 on activities which included providing training to participants, assisting 
participants with match queries, ensuring participants were reviewing and investigating outcomes, 
reviewing local auditors’ assessments of each participant’s NFI arrangements, liaising with Cabinet 
Office and other NFI partners about progress with the 2018/19 exercise and developments for future 
exercises, supporting NFI pilots, ensuring relevant data was available to inform the national report 
and preparing the final report. The time spent by Audit Scotland’s Graphic Designer on designing and 
producing the new-style NFI report is included in this total and was five days less than the average 
time spent on our last two NFI reports. In addition to this total, local audit teams reviewed NFI activity 
as part of their review of NFI participants’ governance and counter-fraud arrangements. As this work 
is carried out as part of their core annual audit work in participating bodies, it is not possible to identify 
how much of their time is spent on the NFI exercise. 
  



 

 
Audit Scotland’s counter-fraud activity 
The NFI is only one activity that public bodies use in their fight against fraud. There are many 
initiatives across Scotland to prevent and detect fraud, many of which focus on specific local risks. 
 
I offered the committee a briefing of the full range of fraud activity carried out by Audit Scotland. The 
information covered in a briefing would include Audit Scotland’s work in respect to: 

• fraud and irregularity identified by local auditors 

• auditors’ general responsibilities in respect of fraud and irregularity and how we direct auditors’ 
work to specific risk areas in audited bodies. The outcome of this type of work is reported in 
annual audit reports along with any improvement actions identified 

• outputs such as Procurement in the public sector - how red flags can help us to stop and 
consider fraud and Covid-19 - Emerging fraud risks which are intended to be helpful to auditors 
and audited bodies in identifying risks 

• our liaison with other organisations with a counter-fraud focus such as Police Scotland and the 
NHSScotland Counter Fraud Services 

• speaking at conferences and similar events about our counter-fraud activity 

• our counter-fraud hub on the Audit Scotland website which contains details of our counter-fraud 
work. 

 
I hope the committee finds this information useful. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Fiona Kordiak 
Director of Audit Services 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/um/fraud_red_flags_procurement.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/um/fraud_red_flags_procurement.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/uploads/docs/report/2020/briefing_200723_covid.pdf
https://www.audit-scotland.gov.uk/our-work/counter-fraud

